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ABSTRACT

In !Xóõ, there are two sound symbolic words for the bird, the
Desert Cisticola, containing clicks which closely resemble one
aspect of the bird’s call. The one click is the conventional
“palatal” click [}]; the other results when the dorsal closure for
the “palatal” click is released while the coronal closure is held.
This is indeed an interesting sound because its acoustic signature
closely resembles that of [}]; yet the latter is regarded as
“coronal” and the former must surely be labeled “dorsal”. The
apparent conflict between the acoustic and articulatory properties
of the dorsal version of [}] suggests an acoustic target is
primarily implemented. Although this click is not a speech
sound, it opens the way to consider whether in fact the clicks
which are speech sounds, primarily implement acoustic targets
as well.

The onomatopoetic !Xóõ name for the Desert Cisticola (Cisticola
aridulus) is }hán-}hánsè [SOUND 0275_01.WAV]. In the
terminology of Rhodes [6] this is the “tame” version of the sound
symbolic form since it involves a mapping of salient acoustic
features of the bird’s call onto conventional phonological
segments and prosody of the language. The word therefore
appears in the dictionary of the language [8]. The reduplicative

structure imitates the repetitive nature of the call and the
acoustically acute, impulse-like palatal click [}] imitates the
aspect described as a  “…staccato clicking chik-chik-chik…” [2],
a feature consisting of a brief noiseburst with a frequency
emphasis around 3.7 kHz. [SOUND 0275_01.WAV]; the “tame”
nature of the word is rounded off grammatically with the Noun
Class 3 suffix –sè.

The “wild”, or direct imitation of the birdsong, involves a
wholly unusual sound in the place of the conventional click. This
sound is also an acute, impulse-like click with the identical
double articulation and suction cavity found with the palatal
click, but, as is clear from video fluoroscopy, it is produced when
the dorsal closure is released while maintaining the anterior
(coronal) closure. This configuration effectively reverses the
direction of the oral vocal tract, with the anterior closure
functioning like the conventional velar closure and the dorsal
closure like the conventional coronal closure. The click itself is
radiated through the nose and the neck. As far we know, this is
not a speech sound in any language, even in one in which clicks
are typical. In fact, the articulation is probably best known as the
non-linguistic gesture used by some people to scratch an itchy
velum! Figure 1 shows the contrast between the coronal and
dorsal releases of the click [IMAGE 0275__01.JPG].

Figure 1. Schematic representations of the coronal release (dotted line) (left) and the dorsal release (dotted line) (right) of the articulation
for the “tame” click [}] and the “wild” click [}*]. The drawings are based on tracings from video-fluoroscopy of the second author.

When this unconventional sound is embedded in a
conventional phonetic and prosodic context, the “semi-wild”,
sound symbolic name of the bird results. This may be transcribed
as [0� }* PB" 0� }* P"B" UG�? (}* signifies the dorsally released click)
[SOUND 0275_03.WAV]. It is clear that this form preserves the
prosodic and segmental shape of the conventional name: the bi-
moraic stem and tone-bearing unit are preserved in a high-toned
bi-moraic nasal and the aspiration is represented by a voiceless
nasal; [}*] replaces the conventional [}].

The decision to transcribe the conventional and the “wild”
clicks with the same click symbol is justified on both articulatory

and acoustic grounds. As can be seen in Figure 1, until the
moment of release both have the same complex corono-dorsal
articulation and both have the same small suction cavity situated
below the hard palate. They differ in that [}] results when the
coronal articulation is released whereas [}*] results when the
dorsal articulation is released. Apart from intensity differences,
both clicks are impulse-like and have the same acute acoustic
spectra.
Figure 2 gives spectra of a single “chik” of the Cisticola call, and
of typical tokens of each of the two clicks [IMAGE
0275_02.JPG].
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Figure 2. Spectra of the Desert Cisticola “chik” (left), the coronally released click [}] (centre), and the dorsally released click [}*]
(right)

A moment’s reflection will show that this sounds interesting
because the acoustic signatures of the two clicks are largely
unaffected by the articulatory differences. The fact that a coronal
release gesture results in the same diffuse, acute spectrum as the
dorsal release gesture shows that an acoustic target is primarily
being implemented in order to achieve the same overall auditory
effect.

Of course, the fact that there is not always a one to one
mapping between articulatory gestures and acoustic features is
well-known [1], and it may be objected that it is both
unnecessary and irrelevant to use a “wild” sound to remind us of
this. However, our point is not to be arcane but to show that [}*]
has a wider relevance for phonetic theory by allowing us to
advance the claim that all clicks primarily implement acoustic
targets.

Clicks are special speech sounds, not just because they are
uncommon but also because they are produced with a unique oral
airstream mechanism. From an acoustic point of view this means
that clicks have a unique source [7]. The control over the
conversion of airflow to sound involves the use of double
articulations to generate a noise source, normally at the point of
release of the anterior closure, and to provide different cavities to
filter these sources in order to produce clicked versions of
familiar classes of consonants. Thus, two grave oral clicks ([x s])
and two acute oral clicks ([o }]) are produced with corono-dorsal
articulations whose releases excite, respectively, lower or higher
resonances with very brief ([x }]), or longer, noisy ([o s]) effects.
The grave signatures are produced by exciting cavities with
larger dimensions and the diffuse, acute signatures by exciting
cavities with smaller dimensions. Acoustically, [x] and [e]
resemble the non-clicks [k] and [MZ] (or [M�]) respectively, and
[}] and [o] resemble the non-clicks [c] and [ts] respectively.

To describe clicks with an acute, diffuse spectrum ([o }]) as
“front” and those with a compact, grave spectrum [x s] as “back”
[5] is both circular and confusing and it misses the real target,
namely that click articulations primarily implement an acoustic-
auditory target. Their articulations simply do not map onto these
acoustic-auditory targets in a straightforward way. If any clicks
warrant the articulatory label “dorsal” it is surely only the “wild”
[}*] and [e] since the dorsum is the active articulator in the
release of the sounds; yet in the first case a diffuse and acute
spectrum results and in the second a grave spectrum results. And
the coronal release of [x] and [}] results in a compact and grave
spectrum for the former and a diffuse, acute spectrum for the
latter. The procrustean use of articulatory labels creates the
confusion because acoustic-auditory targets are being
implemented in these sounds.

In conclusion, we consider why “wild [}*]” is not a possible
speech sound. The reason is that it fails to satisfy the ecological
condition of contrastivity [4] because of its weak intensity.
Clicks compensate for their lack of contrastive fast formant

frequency transitions by having very salient noise bursts, but [}*]
fails in this respect because it is produced in the oro-pharynx and
is therefore only weakly radiated. The normal order of release of
multiple articulations from front to back serves the requirement
of audibility [3], and in violating this constraint [}*] fails to
satisfy a basic requirement of speech sounds.
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